
Proven Response
Drones have proven themselves to be 
a valuable tool for home inspectors. 
They provide a safe and effective 
method to gather high definition 
imagery of roofs where damage  and 
insulation degradation can occur.

Our Services
Debris volume - Mold detection - 

Corrosion - Water Damage - 
Leaks - Staining - Missing buckling, 

or curled shingles - Improper 
sealing - Structural damage - 
Gutter - Weather damage -

Estimates on the spot

Beyond Just Picture
Beyond visual imaging, We utilize 

thermal technology to identify water 
damage, faulty electrical components 

ensuring your roof is secure, 
underwater sense, energy-efficient, 

and within code compliance and 
within insurance requirements.

Thermal Infrared Roof Inspection Services by FOCUS IT provides 
thermal infrared roof inspection services on any roofing system 
nationwide. We use top of the line FLIR VUE and FLIR VUE Pro 
Thermal Infrared cameras mounted on our  UAV’s to provide the 
most accurate and technologically advanced Thermal Infrared 
Roof Inspection Service in the USA. Our Thermal Infrared 
Roof Inspection Includes:

• Thermogram and photograph of entire roofing area
• High quality thermal video of the roof
• Report highlighting areas of possible leaks and 
damage
• Certification of report for use in insurance claims, 
home inspection reports and lawsuits

The FOCUS IT Thermal Roof Inspection System is an industry leading 
dual camera thermal solution which gives unparalleled detail, accuracy 
and flight time. Our system is the most advanced aerial thermal roof 
inspection system in the world. With our aerial drone roof inspection 

service there is no need to take the risk to have a contractor or 
employee climb on your roof.  We can get a detailed roof inspection 
from the ground flying our high end roof inspection drones. We can 
capture video in crisper, clearer, and more detailed than ever before. 

We also render 3D models, land volume and plot mapping 
documentation.  Regardless of building type, the building’s 
envelope comprising its roof and façade performs the function 
of keeping the building’s interior dry, temperature regulated 
and safe. 

Inspection schedules can vary depending upon jurisdiction, it is 
generally recommended that inspection of a building’s roof be 

performed at least annually or after extreme weather events. 

A planned, frequent, efficient and safe aerial inspection program of 
roof or façade reduce both cost and risk over the life cycle of the 
building.  The deterioration that is identified early can be rectified 
early, at lower cost and before the catastrophe.

 All Pilots are Part 107 Compliant FAA UAV Pilots and Insured
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Debris Confirmations

Aerial Photography Property Inspections

Insurance Claims
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